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1. About Scottish Archery
The Scottish Archery Association is the National Governing Body for archery in
Scotland as recognised by sportscotland.
2. Foreword
Archery is one of the most inclusive sports in the world and the potential demand for
the sport in Scotland is huge. Post 2012 and 2016 Summer Olympic Games, there is
a clear increased demand for participation and performance in archery. The cultural
influence of bows and arrows in movies and TV shows such as The Hunger Games
and Arrow has created a strong interest in bows and archery.
Scottish Archery as the governing body, and our member clubs, have an opportunity
to maximise the huge potential demand for our sport.
3. Vision and Mission
Vision - “Making Sport Limitless”
Mission - “Grow archery in Scotland and establish it as the most fun, inclusive and
high performing individual sport in the country”

4. Chairperson’s Introduction
Having been involved in archery for most of my life, I am excited at the opportunities
our sport has to flourish over the next 4 years and beyond. Our strategy talks about
how the sport resonates with archers, both current and future, and the impact our sport
has in popular culture, performance sport and perhaps most importantly its ability to
remove barriers and realise individual and club potential.
This strategy document illustrates how we will create a robust, welcoming and inspiring
archery culture that helps Scotland make its mark in the world of performance sport.

It is our people who are our biggest asset and we are committed to empowering and
developing our employees and our volunteer workforce to truly “Make Sport Limitless”.
I hope you can see from this document and supporting materials that we are
embarking on an exciting and transformational journey for the sport of archery. We
have some strong traditions that we are proud of and rightly want to keep at the
forefront of our sport. We intend to maintain our flexibility and adaptability to ensure
we assess and if necessary re-route our journey in order to achieve our participation,
development and performance targets over the next few years.
We have assessed our strengths and weaknesses, both as an organisation and as a
sport, and identified that coaching is an area for improvement. Coaching will be the
primary mechanism for improving all of our areas of work. Without world class
coaching, our clubs cannot grow and compete nor can our archers strive to achieve
individual excellence. At the other end of the spectrum, coaching must be available
and accessible to everyone in order that initial interest is maintained and developed in
a safe and thriving club environment.
We have a long way to go but have ourselves grown significantly in the last 3 years
and become a far better example of a governing body which puts members as its first
priority. With an exciting partnership in place with Scottish Disability Sport that helps
archery remain a highly inclusive and equitable sport, we are excited by the next 4
years and beyond.
We look forward to the journey.
5. Target Summary
Our main targets are:
1. Establish a membership of 3500 and new Area Performance Centres – this
will require additional staffing, club Continuous Professional Development, new
clubs, more coaches, a progression structure for coaches, further work with
partnership organisations, improved Junior Development Club resources,
functioning Area Committees, and Continuous Professional Development for
Tournament Organisers.
2. 1 archer at the Paralympics and 2 on UK Sport programmes – this will
require the employment of a National Coach and consistent access to
appropriate high-end facilities.
3. Have the structure in place to deliver the targets and increase external
investment in archery – this will require strong governance conforming to the
sportscotland governance framework, an improved equality rating and KPMG
audit rating, and the appointment of a part-time Chief Operating Officer.

4. Increase the number of clubs with Accessible status for disabled archers
– this will require a strong link with Scottish Disability Sport, having a clear
Paralympic pathway and developing some Lead Disability Clubs.

6. Framework

The Board has identified Development, Performance, Scottish Disability Sport/Para
Archery and Governance as the 4 pillars that will uphold our sport. A coaching-centric
strategy has been developed as a “coaching culture” is imperative in delivering our
vision, as identified by our membership.
7. Key Performance Indicators
DEVELOPMENT TARGETS:
What we want to do - increase membership to 3500 by 2021 and set up Area
Performance Centres.
How we will do this:
•

Continuous Professional Development for clubs on archer development
to engage with a minimum of 15 clubs by 2021

•

1 part-time Club Development Officer appointed within the funding cycle

•

10 new clubs by 2021

•

160 Soft Archery Leaders by 2021

•

64 new Level 1 and 32 new Level 2 coaches by 2021

•

2 additional Coach Education Tutors

•

Engage a minimum of 50 members with coach Continuous Professional
Development

•

Create mass participation events for the Scouts and Cadets

•

Create a new competition programme for beginners and social archers,
incorporating Area Leagues

•

Tournament Organisers workshops

•

200 archers entering regular national competitions

•

2 new qualified judges

•

3 Area Performance Squads running by 2021
o 3 Area Committees functioning
o Junior Development Club Toolkit

PERFORMANCE TARGETS:
What we want to do – 1 archer at the Olympics/Paralympics and 2 on UK Sport
programmes
How we will do this:
•

5 new Level 3 and 3 new Level 4 coaches

•

Opening and using a Centre of Excellence

•

Appoint a part-time National Coach

SCOTTISH DISABILITY SPORT/PARA TARGETS:
What we want to do – increase the number of clubs with Accessible status for
disabled archers.
How we will do this:
•

1 Lead Disability Club in each Area

•

Launch an inclusive club status programme and engage with 20 clubs

•

5 archers in the Scottish Disability Sport Academy

•

Run disability inclusion Continuous Professional Development for coaches

•

Create a joint strategy with Scottish Disability Sport every 4 years

GOVERNANCE TARGETS:
What we want to do – have the structure in place to deliver our targets and
increase outside investment in archery.
How we will do this:
•

Gain and maintain ‘Satisfactory With Comments’ on the Development Audit

•

Follow the 12 areas on the sportscotland Governance Framework and be
excellent in 3 of these areas

•

Increase our equality rating to Preliminary status

•

Have a sub-committee structure in place for the Board

•

Employ a part-time Chief Operating Officer

•

Have 25% of the membership engaging with online platforms

•

Be fully compliant with data-handling laws
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1. Background

The Scottish Archery Association is the National Governing Body for archery in
Scotland as recognised by sportscotland.
Archery is hugely inclusive and as mentioned previously, occupies a place in popular
culture in cinema, books and other entertainment platforms. We as a governing body
and our member clubs have to be better at taking advantage of this huge potential
demand for our sport.
Over the past 4 years, membership has grown steadily. The network of outdoor
centres and holiday venues offering archery will introduce 3000-5000 children and
adults to the sport each year. We are already seeing our membership numbers
increase as a result of this, alongside the impact of major events and movies. With an
Executive Development Officer in place we have seen an acceleration in pace of
growth for new clubs. As we add new programmes and offer more support to clubs
and local authorities, this will continue.
We are currently negotiating a partnership to build a Centre of Excellence. This is a
transformational project and will offer a specialist facility enabling us to offer the
resources required for developing high level archers. It will allow us to have a stronger
focus on the performance aspect of our sport.
We have recently undertaken a pilot project in partnership with East Renfrewshire
Council to investigate the potential impact of Soft Archery in Primary Schools. The
Scottish Archery funded pilot saw all P3 pupils (2000+) in the authority have the
opportunity to try archery using the Soft Archery kit. The pilot consisted of a school
staff Continuous Professional Development programme and support for a couple of
schools to set up after-school clubs. Active Schools feedback indicated that archery
was the most popular sport the P3 pupils got to try and acted as the catalyst for a new
community development club. This plan outlines how we aim to achieve our targets on
a development and performance front.

2. Mission
Measures such as the Soft Archery programme and development of the Centre of
Excellence, will help to develop the sport and encourage membership numbers to
grow. There is an excellent opportunity to convert more of the 3000-5000 participants
into members, which will help us move towards a performance focus. We will then be
able to cater for the large amount of potential high performance archers coming
through the ongoing development programmes at club and area level.
We currently have approximately 2560 members. We plan to grow this to 3500 by
2021.
Despite the steady membership growth, we have identified weaknesses in both the
numbers converting from participant to member and in developing high performance
coaches and archers. Over the next 4 years there will be a clear shift in focus to grow
our membership and therefore giving us the membership base to achieve our stated
performance-based targets. The short term success of this will be measured by the
number of new members joining clubs and the creation of new clubs. In the long term,
we will start to develop a series of high performance archers and coaches that will feed
from clubs into Area, National and GB Squads within the Scottish Archery and
ArcheryGB performance pathway.
Stage 1 - Widen the Soft Archery programme to include other local authorities that
have shown an interest. Aim to assist our clubs in becoming stronger through a club
Continuous Professional Development programme and projects like our Junior
Development Club Toolkit.
Stage 2 - Introduce 3 Area Performance Squads, one in each of our Areas (North,
West and East). These will be supported by coaches with an interest in performance
with direction from our National Coach when appointed.
Stage 3 - National Squads will be created for age group levels and also senior level.
All squads will be fully inclusive to all archers including archers with both Olympic and
Paralympic aspirations as well as other performance pathways.

Stage 4 - Provide the opportunity for archers to train around their professional careers
and university commitments. The Centre of Excellence will play an important part in
this stage. There are opportunities for some universities who have a strong
programme in place already. Some archers will also progress to UK Sport
programmes run by ArcheryGB.

3. Development and Performance Description
Membership Numbers:
We aim to increase our membership to 3500 by 2021. In order to do this, we will require
additional staff, we will need to deliver Continuous Professional Development on club
development, help form some new clubs, recruit some more coaches, revamp the
competition programme, help with the progression of coaches, work with partnership
organisations and encourage more Junior Development Clubs.
We are committed to growing the number of coaches we have and in turn progressing
those coaches through the Scottish Archery and ArcheryGB coaching pathway. One
of our 12 year targets is to have 50% of our clubs operating with 2 Level 2 coaches.
Clubs can therefore have more members and not rely on one coach.
Coach Progression:
The coach development programme, run by the Director of Coaching, Director of
Performance and relevant staff, will implement a performance-based environment in
the Area Performance Centres. Clubs and Junior Development Clubs will also adopt
a performance-based environment. All of our coaches are encouraged to keep yearly
Continuous Professional Development plans to help them with their coaching and
progression. Some of the key points we are looking for them to develop are:
•

Focus on creating a strong learning environment

•

Monitor archer behaviour and highlight significant changes

•

Know the selection policies for squads and UK Sport programmes

•

Seek support from more experienced coaches

•

Help archers to achieve their individual as well as team goals

•

Maximise time on the shooting line

•

Promote a growth mind-set

•

Link with the ArcheryGB performance programme for more experience

Archer Development:
With continued growth across the sport and the arrival of a Centre of Excellence, we
will be able to accommodate the new members generated through the Soft Archery
and other programmes. This growth will underpin a strong performance environment
where archers can progress along our Athlete Pathway (Appendix 1) and through the
stages of our Long Term Athlete Development model (Appendix 2).
The first step on the Athlete Pathway will be through the Junior Development Club
programme. The main aims of this programme are:
•

Provide structure for juniors attending the club

•

Help to ensure archers are getting the most out of their training time

•

Develop knowledge and skills

•

Identify archers to progress onto Area Performance Centres

•

Fit around World Archery Arrows Awards

•

Toolkit for clubs, even those without regular input from qualified coaches

The second stage on the Athlete Pathway is to be selected for an Area Performance
Squad. Each archer will be assisted to create their own plan. The plans will:
•

Show an understanding of the needs analysis for archery based on

discipline
•

Help archers self-analyse and identify areas of strength and

improvement
•

Relate directly to the archers goals for maximum engagement

•

Agree commitment requirements

•

Utilise and maximise time on the shooting line

The National Coach with the Squad coaches will be in charge of identifying potential
archers to join the Area Squad. Selection and deselection can take place at any point
in the season provided the relevant protocol has been followed. The National Coach
and Area coaches will work towards the following Athlete Model:

4. Key Focus Areas
Partnership Involvement:
We are committed to developing and maintaining strong partnerships with key
organisations to assist us in meeting our key objectives.
These partnerships include some of the following:
Scottish Disability Sport – We currently have a joint strategy with Scottish Disability
Sport (more detail can be found in the specific plan for this area). Disability Archery as
well as the Paralympic pathway are key to our successes going forward and play a big
part in our overall strategy.

Scottish Disability Sport assist us with Continuous Professional Development sessions
for coaches and also with our Accessible Club status programme. Some of our
Paralympic pathway archers also benefit from support as part of the Scottish Disability
Sport Academy.
Active Schools – We work closely with Active Schools teams across the country. We
also encourage our clubs to do the same so that they can develop junior sections and
safeguard the future of their club. When introducing Soft Archery to a new Area, we
always look for a strong club link or the potential to create a new club where there is
not one at present.
Scottish Student Sport – Our largest clubs are currently university-based clubs.
Universities also have the potential for performance programmes where students can
commit to the time on the shooting line required for progression and success. We are
committed to working with Scottish Student Sport to help more universities and
colleges develop archery clubs and create pathways.
ArcheryGB – As our UK body, we link with ArcheryGB wherever possible to share
good practice and run similar programmes aligned to the rest of the UK. They also
administer the Olympic and Paralympic training programmes through funding from UK
Sport and so it is important for us to understand how we can produce archers that can
progress to those levels.
sportscotland – As our main funder, we work very closely with sportscotland staff to
assist us with achieving our goals. The support we have, both financial and
professional, are key to the progression and success of Scottish Archery.

Evidence Framework:
One of our Board members in conjunction with the Executive Development Officer is
building a robust performance management and tracking system. This will enable our
organisational development objectives for the increased workforce capacity and
sustainability alongside simple performance measurement. We will produce a monthly

dashboard for our members and funders to demonstrate our progress and enable
regular discussion and knowledge exchange.
Being able to evidence and track our progress will be crucial in making sure we are
both increasing our membership and creating a performance environment for our
archers and coaches to develop within. We want to ensure we are as transparent in
our performance as possible and this is one simple way to demonstrate this.
Understanding of talent:
•

There will be a clear selection policy to select and deselect from
the Area and National Performance Squads

•

Archers will understand the pathway they are on and the
commitments needed to progress

•

A proper support network will be implemented so the archers
always know who they can go to (parents, coaches, mentor, etc.)

Quality coaching:
•

We will review all coaches that are interested and identify who will
be involved in the programmes

•

Coaches will be encouraged to have personal development plans
to enhance their understanding and Continuous Professional
Development

•

There will be regular feedback and mentoring sessions with
participants and coaches

Developing growth mindset athletes:
•

Growth mindset will be a key criterion for selection to the Area
and National programmes but will also be developed within the
club setting

•

We will document our progress

•

We will look to develop key behaviours in all archers

•

We will set up regular feedback sessions on a one-to-one basis

Effective development process:
•

Goal setting will be put in place for all for short, medium and long
term progression

•

Support services, where appropriate, will come from our partners

•

We will continue to work with our partners to develop programmes
further, taking input from all

Maximising time on the shooting line:
•

We will evaluate existing time on the shooting line and increase
frequency and enhance support

•

We will look to maximise use of a Centre of Excellence

•

We will aim to provide opportunities that fit around other important
aspects of the archers lives

Increased membership numbers:
•

We will continue to monitor club membership numbers and track
all increases

•

We will identify clubs that are committed to linking with Active
Schools and using the Junior Development Club Toolkit and aim
to assist them as our key clubs

•

We will use this information to identify any underrepresented
groups within our membership and use a targeted approach

5. Targets
Across Development and Performance, we have 2 main targets:
•

Increase membership to 3500 and set up Area Performance Centres

•

1 archer at the Paralympics and 2 on UK Sport programmes

Outputs across these areas will include:
•

Continuous Professional Development around club development to
engage with 15 clubs by 2021

•

1 part-time Club Development Officer appointed by 2021

•

10 new clubs by 2021

•

160 Soft Archery Leaders by 2021

•

64 new Level 1 and 32 new Level 2 coaches by 2021

•

2 additional tutors

•

Engage 50 members with coach Continuous Professional Development

•

Create events for Scouts, Cadets, Schools, etc.

•

New competition programme for beginners and social archers

•

Pilot Area Leagues

•

200 archers entering competitions

•

2 new judges

•

Set up 3 Area Performance Centres to feed into National Squads

•

5 new Level 3 and 3 new Level 4 coaches

•

Open and use the new Centre of Excellence

•

Part-time National Coach appointed

•

National Circuit for senior, junior and disabled archers

6. Cost Review

Current
Year
20162017

Strategic
Plan
Total
Cost
20172021

Cycle
Total
20172021

Requested
2017-2018

Requested
2018-2019

Requested
2019-2020

Requested
2020-2021

£25000

£25000

£25,000

£25,000

£100000

£2,000

£100,000
£48,000

£5,000

£5,000

£5,000

£5,000

£20,000

£52,000

£148,000

£30000

£30000

£30,000

£30,000

£120000

£180,000

£45000

£45,000

£45,000

£45,000

£180,000

£71,900

£10000

£10,000

£10000

£10000

£40,000

£26,800

£3000

£3000

£3000

£3000

£12,000

£278,700

£58000

£58000

£58,000

£58,000

£232,000

Effective Org
Staffing

£50,000

Programme
Effective Org Total
Development
Staffing
Programme

£10,000

Coaching - Staffing
Coaching - Programme
Development Total

£10,000

Performance
Staffing
Programme
Performance Total

GRAND TOTAL

£0
£62,000

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£57,600

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£57,600

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£484,300

£88000

£88,000

£88,000

£88,000 £352,000

The overall costs for the full strategic plan can be viewed above. Over the 4 year cycle
the ask from Sportscotland is for £352,000 with Scottish Archery contributing £132,300
in the same period. The Scottish Archery element comes from membership fees and,
if necessary, from drawing on our strategic reserves.

7. Financial Sustainability
Scottish Archery are committed to working towards financial sustainability, and through
increased membership income, will be able to fund more programmes in the future.
We are also working towards a Corporate Partner Programme where we can link with
businesses for mutual benefits.
Membership Fees:

We will look to maximise income from all membership categories each year and divert
these funds into future programmes. The archers on the Area Performance Squads
will also contribute a monthly fee to go towards the running and sustainability of the
programme.
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1. Background
We have identified coaching as central to our strategy and therefore it is crucial that
we achieve the outcomes set out in this part of the strategy.

2. Vision
By 2029 (part of our 12 year transformational change programme), Scottish Archery
will have a skilled, innovative, effective and well-trained coaching workforce,
supporting the development of participants from novice to high performance and junior
to veteran.
We currently have 88 coaches across all levels in Scottish Archery.
The Scottish Archery Coaching Strategy will fully support the development of the
Scottish Archery coaching workforce. It is aligned with the Scottish Archery strategic
plan (2017-2021) and seeks to increase the number of qualified coaches to 330 by
2025. Working with sportscotland’s coaching partnership staff, the Scottish Archery
Coaching Strategy closely follows the Coaching Scotland Strategy 2011-2015 and our
specific work in each of the 5 key priority areas can be seen below in Table 1.
Table 1. Coaching Scotland Strategy 2011-2015 with Scottish Archery’s fulfilment of the aims

The Coaching
Model
in
Scotland
An informed
coaching
strategy that
focuses on the
development of
the coaching
workforce and
the evolving
needs of the
sport.

Front-Line
Coaching
Effective coach
education
system
ensuring that
the
qualifications
make the
coaches fit for
purpose.

Support
Coaches

for A Professionally
Regulated
Vocation
Supporting the More opportunities
development
to become a
of coaches
coach. Working
from
with sportscotland,
participation to ArcheryGB, and
performance,
the other home
from Arrows to nations on the
Level 4.
implementation of
Providing
a coach education
appropriate
calendar.
sport-specific
and generic
CPD.

Research and
Development
Work with and
contribute to
research at
university level,
creating
partnerships
with research
institutes as
well as other
National
Governing
Bodies.

Development of the coaching workforce
It is often perceived that the most skilful and experienced coaches work with the
highest performing athletes. This perception may be based on the premise that the
most skilful athletes require the most skilful coaches in order to attain peak
performance. In practice, this may have often resulted in novice or beginner coaches
initiating their coaching careers by coaching novice athletes and working with
increasingly advanced athletes as they also progressed as coaches. This progression
can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1. ‘Traditional’ coaching progression model of Level 1 (novice) to Level 4+ (high performance)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4+

High
Performance

Performance
Development
Intermediate

Novice

While this situation may have arisen by chance through the very young profession of
coaching, it does have a few limitations or potential issues:
•

The reality of coaching in a novice or children’s environment may be quite
different from working in a high performance environment. A different skillset
may well be required in order to be effective in each.

•

We are interested in making archery ‘a sport for all’ and we recognise how
important it is to ensure a positive, safe and effective introduction to the sport,

then it stands to reason that we need well-trained and experienced coaches
working at the earlier stages of the sport; not just at the performance end.
•

Coaching environments will change and evolve, often alongside the coaches.
A new club that has successfully created a novice junior programme with lots
of well-trained archers will often find itself with the new challenge of progressing
these archers from novice to intermediate or even to performance levels. The
skills and environment for novices may not be the same for performance
archers. Accordingly, coaches will need to adjust their approaches to be
continuously effective.

A comprehensive coaching strategy will account for the challenges coaches face and
will support them to overcome these challenges. The Scottish Archery Coaching
Strategy will focus on the development of all coaches across all levels of performance.
See Figure 2 below for a graphical illustration of this.

Figure 2. New approach, recognising different domains of specialisation and the development required
within each domain

Level 1
High
Performance

Performance
Development
Intermediate

Novice

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4+

The Scottish Archery Coaching Strategy will support the development of coaches from
Level 1 to Level 4+. We acknowledge that coaches will often change the domain in
which they work but any change will not necessarily reflect the competency or
advancement of coaches.

3. Coaching Description
We recognise that a good coach will develop at least as quickly as their athletes. In
order to support this, we need to provide appropriate technical, discipline-specific
development opportunities in addition to those that develop generic coaching craft
skills.
Coach Education:
Formal coach education forms the spine of our strategy as this provides the
fundamental technical and generic skills necessary to deliver safe coaching. In
addition to this, we will provide Continuous Professional Development opportunities to
extend on the material covered in the formal coach education programme. In terms of
developing the generic or ‘fundamental skills’, appropriate opportunities will be
provided from existing sportscotland, UK Sport, Sports Coach UK, ArcheryGB and
Scottish Archery programmes and conferences.
It is imperative that we have a strong pathway in place to support coaches to progress
from Level 1 to Level 2. Currently this is where we see a huge drop off.
Coach Progression:
As part of a coach development programme, the Director of Coaching and Director of
Performance alongside the relevant staff will work with the coaches to implement a
performance-based environment primarily for the Area Performance Centres. Clubs
and Junior Development Clubs will also develop a more performance-based approach.
All of our coaches are encouraged to keep yearly Continual Development Plans to
help them with their coaching and progression. Some of the key points we are looking
for them to develop are:

•

Focus on creating a strong learning environment

•

Monitor archer behaviour and highlight significant changes

•

Know the selection policies for squads and UK Sport programmes

•

Seek support from more experienced coaches

•

Help archers to achieve their individual as well as team goals

•

Maximise time on the shooting line

•

Promote a growth mind-set

•

Link with the ArcheryGB performance programme for more experience

We are also looking to utilise the Masters Degree programme for coaches at the top
of their field. We will create a new pathway for those that are truly dedicated and
passionate about the sport. They will also provide us with some useful research
through their Masters thesis.
Tutor Development:
For tutor training we will use the sportscotland Professional Development Award
sanctioned by the Scottish Quality Assurance and any specific archery tutor training
will be carried out in partnership with ArcheryGB. We are looking to train an additional
2 tutors by 2021.
Club Coaching:
Clubs will all be supported and encouraged to have 2 Level 2 coaches. We recognise
that this is a big undertaking and will take time to have every club operating at that
level. One of our long term 12 year targets is to have 50% of our clubs operating with
2 Level 2 coaches.

4. Key Focus Areas
Partnership Involvement:
We are committed to developing and maintaining strong partnerships with key partners
to assist us in meeting our key objectives.
These partnerships include some of the following:

Scottish Disability Sport – We currently have a joint strategy with Scottish Disability
Sport (more detail can be found in the specific plan for this area). Disability Archery as
well as the Paralympic pathway are key to our successes going forward and play a big
part in our overall strategy.
Scottish Disability Sport assist us with Continuous Professional Development sessions
for coaches and also with our Accessible Club status programme. Some of our
Paralympic pathway archers also benefit from support as part of the Scottish Disability
Sport Academy.
Active Schools – We work closely with Active Schools teams across the country. We
can also encourage our clubs to do the same so that they can develop junior sections
and safeguard the future of their club. Our Soft Archery programme includes a Leaders
course which will be delivered to Sports Leaders in a school setting.
Scottish Student Sport – Our largest clubs are currently all university-based clubs.
We are exploring ways to have more coaches involved with universities, and we can
link with the Coaching brilliant programme (Scottish Student Sport initiative to provide
coach education courses specifically for students).
ArcheryGB – As our UK body, we link with them wherever possible to share good
practice and run similar programmes as the rest of the UK. Coaching certificates and
tutor training is signed off by them so we need to work closely with them.
sportscotland – As our main funder, we work very closely with sportscotland staff to
assist us with achieving our goals. The support we have, both financial and
professional, are key to the progression and success of Scottish Archery.
Evidence Framework:
As mentioned previously, a comprehensive performance management and
development programme is being developed via the Executive Development Officer
and the Board.

Number of new coaches
We are able to clearly track the number of new coaches coming through our courses
at Level 1. It is also important to identify which clubs and Areas they are working in. If
any Areas are underrepresented, we can address this.
Number of coaches progressing
It is important that we see coaches progressing from Level 1 to Level 2 and so on. Our
12 year goal of 2 Level 2 coaches in 50% of our clubs is dependent on coaches being
supported to develop further.
Coaches engaging with Continuous Professional Development
Completing a formal coach education course is only the starting point for learning at
that level. We require coaches to engage with Continuous Professional Development
to assist their progression onto the next level.

5. Targets
Courses
- 16 Arrows Leaders courses leading to 160 trained Young Leaders
- 8 UKCC Level 1 courses leading to 64 new coaches
- 4 Level 2 courses leading to 32 new coaches
- 1 Level 3 course leading to 5 new coaches
- 1 Level 4 course leading to 2 new coaches
- 15% of clubs to have 2 Level 2 coaches
Tutors
- 2 new tutors trained
Continuous Professional Development
- Continuous Professional Development courses and conferences established to be
delivered to 50 coaches
Areas
- 3 Area coaching groups established to support Area Performance Squads

6. Cost Review

Current
Year
20162017

Strategic
Plan
Total
Cost
20172021

Cycle
Total
20172021

Requested
2017-2018

Requested
2018-2019

Requested
2019-2020

Requested
2020-2021

£25000

£25000

£25,000

£25,000

£100000

£2,000

£100,000
£48,000

£5,000

£5,000

£5,000

£5,000

£20,000

£52,000

£148,000

£30000

£30000

£30,000

£30,000

£120000

£180,000

£45000

£45,000

£45,000

£45,000

£180,000

£10,000

£71,900

£10000

£10,000

£10000

£10000

£40,000

£26,800

£3000

£3000

£3000

£3000

£12,000

£10,000

£278,700

£58000

£58000

£58,000

£58,000

£232,000

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£57,600

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£57,600

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

Effective Org
Staffing

£50,000

Programme
Effective Org Total
Development
Staffing
Programme
Coaching - Staffing
Coaching - Programme
Development Total
Performance
Staffing
Programme
Performance Total

GRAND TOTAL

£0
£62,000

£484,300

£88000

£88,000

£88,000

£88,000 £352,000

The overall costs for the full strategic plan can be viewed above. Over the 4 year cycle
the ask from sportscotland is for £352,000 with Scottish Archery contributing
£132,300 in the same period.

7. Financial Sustainability
Scottish Archery are committed to working towards financial sustainability, and through
increased membership income, will be able to self-fund more programmes in the
future. We are also working towards a Corporate Partner Programme where we can
link with businesses for mutual benefits.
Membership Fees:
We will look to maximise income from all membership categories each year and divert
these funds into future programmes. The archers on the Area Performance Squads

will also contribute a monthly fee to go towards the running and sustainability of the
programme.

SECTION 4 – SCOTTISH DISABILITY SPORT / PARA ARCHERY PLAN
Please note the format of this section is different to fit in with the style used by Scottish
Disability Sport and this is a collaboration between Scottish Archery and Scottish
Disability Sport.

Review and Current Position
We are in the position where our top archers at a high performance level are most
likely to come from the Paralympic pathway – 1 archer competed in Rio at the
Paralympics. Our top Paralympic pathway archers are supported through access to
the performance programme within The University of Edinburgh. We have 3 Lead
Clubs for disabled archers, one in each of our Areas. We have also completed our
Accessible Club status tool and we will roll it out nationally. Our competition structure
also contains some specific events and welcomes archers with a disability into
mainstream events.

Definition of Disability
Adopted from Archery GB:
“a person that has a physical or mental impairment that has a ‘substantial’ and ‘long
term’ negative effect on their ability to carry out normal archery activities”
(Equality Act 2010)

Vision
‘Making Sport Limitless’

Key Components of the Scottish Archery and Scottish Disability Sport Strategy
and pathway
•

Local and Regional Opportunities

•

Developing Talent and Performance

•

Education and Training

•

Governance and Infrastructure

•

Communication and Leadership

Local and Regional Opportunities
•

Lead Clubs linking formally with Scottish Disability Sport regions and supporting
events by 2021

•

Have 20 clubs signed up to Accessible Club status by 2021

•

Deliver 2 national Para competitions a year; create lower level regional events
where there is a demand

•

Accessible archery clubs included in Scottish Disability Sport summer camp
and Para sport days

Developing Talent and Performance
•

Have 3 archers in each Area Pathway Squad by 2021

•

Increase to 5 archers in Scottish Disability Sport Academy

•

5 Para archers in National Squad (The University of Edinburgh support
programme)

•

Identify 1 new classifier within Scottish Archery to be trained by Scottish
Disability Sport

•

Performance Committee use criteria for all selections

Education and Training
•

Upskilling National Coach and Academy coaches (when appointed)

•

Include Para Archery within coaching Scottish Disability Sport framework; 60 to
engage with Continuous Professional Development programme by 2021

•

Disability training included as part of club Continuous Professional
Development programme by 2021

Governance and Infrastructure
•

Accurate recording of disabled members through communications with
Accessible Clubs

•

Sub-committee set up to focus on Scottish Disability Sport and Para targets

•

Maintain Scottish Archery-Scottish Disability Sport working group

•

Establish and maintain strong partnerships with all key stakeholders

•

Long term funding plan in line with Scottish Archery 12 year strategy

Communication and Leadership
•

Key messages on website

•

3 specific disability news articles per month by 2021

•

Signposting for equipment (use of our trusted suppliers could help, can be
generic or disability specific equipment)

•

Publicity increased on all platforms

Area
Local and
Regional
Opportunities

Action

Timescale

Costs

Outcomes

Lead Clubs
By March 2021
formally linking
with Scottish
Disability Sport
regions and
supporting events
Have 20 clubs
By March 2021
signed up to
Accessible Club
status

3 Lead Clubs, linking
to most local Scottish
Disability Sport
region and attending
at least 1 pathway
event a year.
£1500 – cost
Accessible Clubs
for club
increase disabled
plaque/banner membership.

Deliver 2 national By March 2021
Para
competitions a
year and create
lower level local
events
Accessible
By March 2021
archery
clubs/coaches
included in
Scottish Disability
Sport summer
camp, Para sport
days and national
engagement
days

£1000 –
facility costs

Evidence/Comments

More exposure and
opportunities to
compete. Enhances
squad selection
pathway.
More exposure within
disabled community;
archery seen as a
fully inclusive sport.
20 clubs engaged.
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Developing
Talent and
Performance

Identify 3 Para
archers per
Regional
Pathway Squad

By March 2021

Coach/facility
costs

Clear and
sustainable pathway
from Regional to the
National Programme.

5 Para archers in By March 2021
National Squad
(The University of
Edinburgh
support)
Identify 1 new
By March 2021
classifier within
Scottish Archery
to be trained by
Scottish Disability
Sport
Increase to 5
By March 2021
archers in
Scottish Disability
Sport Academy

Up to £10k –
to pay for
programme

Fully inclusive
National Squad.

Course costs

Classifier can assist
with competition
entries and for any
archers competing at
a high level.

Performance
Committee use
criteria for all
selections

By March 2021

5 archers receiving
Scottish Disability
Sport support
services; increase
chances of success
on international
stage.
Para archers have a
set of criteria to work
to if they want to be
considered for
Regional Pathway
Programmes.

Link with SDS
regional managers

Education and
Training

Upskilling
National Coach
and Academy
coaches (when
appointed)

By March 2018

Include Para
By March 2021
Archery within
coaching Scottish
Disability Sport
framework; 60 to
engage with
Continuous
Professional
Development
programme by
2021
Disability training By March 2021
included as part
of club
Continuous
Professional
Development
programme by
2021

Education
costs

Coaches are able to
serve the needs of all
archers in their
group.

Course costs

More coaches are
able to serve the
needs of all club
members.

e-learning and
practical course

Course costs

Clubs aware of how
to cater for disabled
archers.

e-learning and
practical course

Governance
and
Infrastructure

Accurate
By March 2018
recording of
disabled
members through
communications
with Accessible
Clubs
Sub-committee
By March 2018
set up to focus on
Scottish Disability
Sport and Para
targets

Able to track
membership and
trained coaches.

Maintain Para
Archery working
group

By March 2021

Strategic objectives
achieved and new
strategies developed
in partnership.

Establish and
maintain strong
partnerships with
all key
stakeholders
Long term
funding plan in
line with Scottish
Archery 12 year
strategy

By March 2021

All stakeholders
involved with and
aware of progress.

By March 2021

Potential funding
required outlined in
line with Scottish
Disability Sport and
Scottish Archery
strategic plans.

Fully inclusive subcommittee structure.

Joint strategy
document

Communication
and Leadership

Key messages
on website

By August 2021

Vision and targets
visible to all as part
of the overall aims of
Scottish Archery.

3 specific
disability news
articles per
month

By March 2021

Signposting for
equipment

By August 2021

More focus on
disability within
Scottish Archery
newsfeed; more
publicity gained. All
articles sent to
Scottish Disability
Sport.
Para archers know
where to go for
specialist equipment.

Publicity
increased on all
platforms

By March 2021

All Scottish Archery
channels promote
Disability Archery.
Scope for new
channels.

Included on new
website

Section 5 – Governance Plan

Contents

1. Governance Plan Description

2. Targets
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Section One
Governance Plan Description
1.1 – Board Framework:
The Board is committed to following all 12 areas of the sportscotland Governance
Framework and looking to excel in 3 of these areas:
•

Strategic Planning Framework

•

Succession Planning

•

Effective Performance Management Systems

The Board is also working towards implementing a full sub-committee structure to sit
one layer below the relevant Director to share any operational remit and assist with
succession planning.
1.2 – Equality and Audit:
Within the next 4 years, the Board aims to gain and maintain the equality rating of
Scottish Archery from Foundation to Preliminary. The Board aims to gain and maintain
an audit level of ‘Satisfactory With Comments’ – currently we are ‘Performance
Improvement Required’.
1.3 – Leadership:
The sport is growing fast and if the ambitious targets set out are to be achieved,
additional staffing is required, and along with that, additional leadership. Appointing a
part-time Chief Operating Officer is key to the success of the strategy. They would line
manage and support the Executive Development Officer plus any additional members
of staff.
1.4 – Engagement:
Currently the level of engagement with Scottish Archery from our membership is not
at the level we would like. Going forward we aim to improve this through more

consultations with members, use of new online platforms and increased use of our
current online platforms.
Section Two
Targets
For Governance our target is to:
•

Have the structure in place to deliver our targets and increase outside
investment in archery

Outputs will include:
•

Gain and maintain ‘Satisfactory With Comments’ on the Development Audit

•

Follow the 12 areas on the sportscotland Governance Framework and be
excellent in 3 areas

•

Equality rating increase to Preliminary

•

Sub-committee structure in place for the Board

•

Employ part-time Chief Operating Officer

•

25% of membership engaging with online platforms

•

Be fully compliant with data management laws

SECTION 6 – FINANCIAL COSTING
STRATEGIC REVIEW MEETING
FUNDING REQUEST

Current
Year
2016-2017
Effective Org
Staffing
Programme
Effective Org Total
Development
Staffing
Programme
Coaching - Staffing
Coaching - Programme
Development Total
Performance
Staffing
Programme
Performance Total

GRAND TOTAL

£50,000
£2,000
£52,000

Strategic Plan
Total Cost
2017-2021

£100,000
£48,000
£148,000

£180,000

Cycle Total
2017-2021

Requested
2017-2018

Requested
2018-2019

Requested
2019-2020

Requested
2020-2021

£25000
£5,000
£30000

£25000
£5,000
£30000

£25,000
£5,000
£30,000

£25,000
£5,000
£30,000

£100000
£20,000
£120000

£45,000
£10,000

£45,000
£10000

£45,000
£10000

£180,000
£40,000

£10,000

£71,900

£45000
£10000

£10,000

£26,800
£278,700

£3000
£58000

£3000
£58000

£3000
£58,000

£3000
£58,000

£12,000
£232,000

£0

£0
£57,600
£57,600

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£0
£0
£0

£62,000

£484,300

£88000

£88,000

£88,000

£88,000

£352,000
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